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Labai patiko I received this book through the Goodreads First
Reads program.This was my first introduction to The Infamous
Arrandales I wasn t sure what to expect, but having the heroine
saved from rascals by a man running from the law wasn t it
There was definitely some excitement There was a love story
There were likeable characters I was not overly impressed with
the progression of the story There was far inner thought and
travel than anything else Honestly, the best parts of the story
happened while Wolfgang was involved Overall it was a cute,
fast read that was everything you would expect from Harlequin.
I m not sure if I will change the rating in the future The storyline
just happened to coincide with what type of story I wanted to
read Half of the book is about the two main characters journey
to secure a ship back to England is this counted as spoiler It
might be a boring book to some people because most of them
are repeated scenes They traveled find a place to eat sleep
travel again find a place to eat sleep again and so on I don t
mind the repeated scenes because they met different type of
people who offered them place to eat sleep Since I have never
travelled in that style, this book is as far as I can get to
experience it, though I m sure there are other way better books
in this subject.I love Cassie and Raoul enough They have a
good dynamics, not too I don t care, I got to have you now
when they realised they were attracted to each other Raoul
really took a good care of Cassie the whole journey, while
Cassie constantly proved herself that she could be Raoul s
helping partner that she wasn t representing the stereotype he
thought of her. Dodging gendarmes and highwaymen on the
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roads of Napoleonic France, Lady Cassandra Witney and
fugitive surgeon Raoul Doulevant could not be a unlikely
pairing She, the daughter of a marquess had impetuously
eloped with a womanizing gambler who had broken her heart
long before he left her widowed He, on the run from an
unscrupulous French officer who has vowed to make him pay
for insults rendered Though the connection between the two
deepens as their adventures on the road bring out the best in
themselves, there is too much keeping them apart nationality,
family, rank, and personal histories The obstacles Sarah
Mallory places in front of her hero and heroine seem so
insurmountable that by the end of the book the reader is
praying for anything, even a deus ex machina, to give the two
their much deserved happily ever after The suspense is
heightened by the challenges they must surmount before
fleeing France in the dead of night Return of the Runaway is a
page turning read. It was o.k., though not my favourite in the
series up to yet For most of the book its about Raoul and Lady
Cassandra trying to flee France in 1803, and the last two
chapters are set in England I found the story like lots of others I
ve read.3 It was fun reading this book The heiress elopes with
a gambler and a cheat and soon realized her mistakes When
her philanderer husband is dead, she tries to return to her
family but faces various perils on the way in the times of war A
Belgian surgeon escaorts her and amidst all their troubles they
find love It Seemed Such An Adventure To Elope Lady
Cassandra Witney Once Left Behind Everything She Knew For
Love Now Widowed, Disillusioned And Stranded In France, All
She Wants Is To Return To England, Beg Forgiveness Of Her
Family And Forget About Men Forever But Cassie S Resolve
To Never Fall For A Man Again Is Tested When Fugitive Raoul
Doulevant Offers To Escort Her On Her Journey Infuriating He
May Be, But He S Also Honorable, Brave And Dangerously
Attractive Perhaps Raoul Could Give This Runaway The Home
She S Been Yearning For Miniseries
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